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Board of
Education Seats

Three Board of Education seats will be
up for election at the May 17 Annual
Budget Vote and School Board Election.
Cheektowaga Central School District
residents interested in serving on the Board
of Education must complete a nominating
petition and submit it no later than April
18, 2022 to the District Clerk or designee
in the District Office located in the High
School Building at 3600 Union Road,
Cheektowaga, between the hours of 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Nominating petitions are available
on the district website at cheektowagak12.
org or at the District Office between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. At-large board
seats carry a five-year term typically
beginning July 1, pending special
circumstances.

Winter Issue 2022

Message from the Superintendent
Dear CCSD Community,

The end of winter is in sight. That means spring will be here followed by
summer. I always try to find the positive in every situation. It makes life
so much easier. Think about this. Instead of saying “I HAVE to do …”,
what if you said “I GET to do …”. An example of this is that I could dread
having to go to work today or I can think that I get the opportunity to make a
difference in children’s lives. It all comes down to the way we choose to look
at something. Below is one of my favorite parables.

Steven Wright

Once upon a time, there was an old farmer who had worked his crops for many years. One day
his horse ran away. Upon hearing the news, his neighbors came to visit. “Such bad luck,” they
said sympathetically.
“Maybe,” the farmer replied.
The next morning the horse returned, bringing with it three other wild horses. “How
wonderful,” the neighbors exclaimed.
“Maybe,” replied the old man.
The following day, his son tried to ride one of the untamed horses, was thrown, and broke his
leg. The neighbors again came to offer their sympathy on his misfortune.

continued on page 5

Haberl Secures 250th
Coaching Win

Cheektowaga Central Middle School Physical Education teacher, Matt Haberl, has been coaching
the Cheektowaga Central School District varsity wrestling team for more than 20 years. This
weekend, at the Warrior Dual Tournament, he secured his 250th win as a coach. Congratulations
Coach Haberl, what a milestone.

Photos taken throughout the course of
Mr. Haberl’s coaching career.

Paper Tutoring
Service

We are excited to announce a new student
resource called “Paper”. Paper is a 24/7
online tutoring service that allows students
to access a live tutor, via chat. Students can
use this service to seek assistance, review
topics, or even have an essay reviewed. The
service launched in late November and has
already been utilized by many students in
need of assistants. This product offers yet
another layer of support for our students
and our learning community as a whole.
Accessing Paper is simple. All students can
log in by visiting app.paper.co and signing
in with their Google sign-on information.
Once logged in, students can begin
receiving assistance and guidance. Paper
tutors are ready and able to assist with any
student needs, at any time of day or night.
Please consider having your child use this
product for assistance moving forward.
Questions regarding the paper service
can be directed to Mr. Hanford by phone
(716) 686-3687 or email at mhanford@
ccsd-k12.net.

High School

Challenging our Students

The Engineering Design and Construction class is best described as a full-year course that blends
technology and science. The course tasks students with various challenges throughout the school
year. Each challenge stretches our students’ problem-solving skills as they are tasked with a
problem that needs to be addressed using the engineering design process. This process guides the
students to ask questions, which in turn, determine their design constraints. Students then team up
to brainstorm ideas and imagine a solution to the initial problem. Once the best design is chosen, a
proper plan is formulated that they will create, build and thoroughly test in the classroom. Students
then reflect on what went wrong and what went right for both their team and other teams. Peer
review and reflection offer students an additional point of view and a chance to learn from their
mistakes, overcome adversity and persevere to achieve a solution to the problem. During each
challenge, students learn the science and math involved in the process, real-life applications, how
to research different types of engineering and how it shapes the world around us. Upon completion
of this course, students leave with important problem-solving skills that they can carry with them
into all aspects of their future.

Index Card Challenge:

Recently, students imagined that they were civil engineers in the process of building a structure
that needed to be strong enough to hold weight from above. All students received the same
materials, footprint to work with, and task for designing the internal structure. Materials included
five index cards and a yard of tape. Students had three trials where they hoped to see some growth
in the amount of weight their structure could hold each time. Structures were able to hold weights
that ranged from 4-36 pounds.

Freshman Ethan Rishel-Mucha
pushes the absolute limits of
his Index card structure.

Junior Nghi Le carefully adds
more weight with precision to
her index card structure.

Close up view of a the index card structure
challenge.

Bridge Design Challenge

Student patient and dexterity were tested during the bridge challenge. During the challenge,
students acted as structural engineers and built a bridge that spanned a specific distance. The
bridge needed to be able to hold a minimum load of 10 pounds. The class learned about tensile
and compressional forces and researched bridge designs that were best suited for the given task.
Bridges were built with only 250 toothpicks and a bottle of white glue. 93% of the bridges ended
up holding the 10-pound minimum weight. Some of the structures were capable of holding
30- 60 pounds.

Freshman Luna Munoz inspecting a bridge
after it reached its maximum weight.
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Freshman Julian Myers tests the limits
of his bridge by carefully adds sand for
weight.

Senior Michal Kalisz keeps a careful eye on
the structure of his bridge during testing.

Freshman Fariha Shehrin
nervously looks on as her bridge
reaches maximum capacity.
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Cheektowaga Middle School

ELA and Reading Highlights
Fifth Grade

Fifth grade students continue to learn through the use of
Reader and Writer Workshops. Students have been busy
reading all of the new books that have been added to the
classroom libraries. They are responding to what they’ve
read through conferring and class discussions that utilize
skills that have been taught during mini-lessons. A
nonfiction writing lesson just wrapped up and students
are currently reading nonfiction books of their choice.

Sixth Grade

Students are working their way through a two-part
nonfiction reading unit. The first half of the unit focused
on making sure that students knew how to choose a
nonfiction book of interest. They learned how to stay
Fifth grader Adiba Zaman book
focused while reading by using a strategy called “Read, shopping for a nonfiction book in the
Cover, Remember, Retell.” This strategy helps monitor classroom library.
one’s comprehension while reading. If you can’t
remember what you read then you know to reread the content. As a way to learn about
other nonfiction topics, students shared what they read with reading partners.
The second half of the unit focuses on determining a main/central idea. Students will do
this through the practice of a strategy called “Boxes and Bullets.” This strategy uses text
features to determine main ideas and pushes students to continue reading on to find out
what the author is teaching them. The “Boxes and Bullets” strategy will help students
discover supporting details and will lead them towards being able to summarize different
sections reading material.

Seventh Grade

Seventh grade students have been reading nonfiction books of their choice, learning about
everything from ancient history to modern technology. Students are identifying what the
central ideas of the text are and formulating new questions about what they read. The
classes have been utilizing both the in-class nonfiction libraries as well as our school’s
main library which has a strong selection in the nonfiction category. Recently, students
went to the library as a class for a hands-on activity led by our librarian Mrs. Goodwin.
During the activity, students learned about the wide variety of topics that nonfiction
encompasses and were able to take out books to take back with them to the classroom for
an upcoming lesson.

Eighth Grade

The first half of the
year was spent focusing
on both fiction and
nonfiction reading
and narrative writing.
Students worked on
many different skills to
help them comprehend
what they read and
write. They were able to
choose from an array of
new classroom library
Eighth grade students work hard at work on their Narrative Writing Unit.
books and are now able
to respond to books through a common language learned during a Readers and Writers
Workshop mini-lesson. Conferring with teachers regarding what they have read and
written, has helped to help build capacity and improve reading levels. Currently, students
are working through a nonfiction reading unit.
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Science Highlights
Fifth Grade

Students in Mr. Wasner and Mrs. Meller’s science
classes have been studying chromatography.
Mr. Wasner’s class recently performed a
chromatography
test on a food
coloring
mixture. The
test revealed
three different
colors of dye
that led to a
discussion about
their molecules.
Mrs. Meller’s
class has been
observing a fan
model to make a
connection with
molecules to
explain what happens during chromatography.
Students in Mrs. Lewis’s class have been learning
about the Earth’s Systems and Water Shortages.
Students spent three days completing experiments
to understand water shortages and how reservoirs
work.

Sixth Grade

In Mr. Carroll and Ms. Gould’s classrooms,
students have been using simulation to understand
how different forces can cause a change in velocity.
This exercise is part of the Force and Motion unit.

Seventh Grade

Students have been exploring the relationships
between the earth, moon and sun by running
simulations. They have also been learning about the
purpose of the moon’s phases.

Eighth Grade

Eighth grade students are currently studying
how people impact the ecosystem. As part of this
lesson, they are analyzing food webs, to help them
understand population changes.

Biology Eighth Grade Honors
Students have
been working in
collaboration with
a Clarence Center
Elementary School’s
fifth grade class to
analyze “can you
ship a chip safely”.
Students videotaped
their analysis and sent it
to the Clarence Center
Elementary School.
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Special Area
Highlights
Health Department

Seventh grade are learning how to
administer a CPR technique called CPR
Hands Only through the use of manakins.

Physical Education Department

Teamwork and sportsmanship has been
the focus of physical education lessons.
Students are currently playing lead up
hockey games.

Cheektowaga Middle School

Social
Studies
Highlights
Fifth Grade

FACS Department

Students are wrapping up their
study of ancient civilizations
of North and South America:
the Aztec, Inca, and Maya
civilizations. A focus was
placed on the accomplishments
in math, science and engineering of the Maya, Aztec and Inca people. Students tested their skill by
creating Aztec mosaic artwork. Original Aztec mosaic art would have been created through the use
of turquoise, shells, rocks and gems glued with tree sap over a wooden base.

Tech Department

Next, students will begin a unit covering European explorers and their impact on ancient American
civilizations.

Students have been learning about the
sewing machine. Lessons have been
focused around measuring, organization
and how to thread a sewing machine.
During technology class students are
learning about bridge construction and they
are currently working on building their own
bridges.

Art Department

Art lessons are currently focusing on optical
art and how to visually tell a story. Optical
art is a visual style of art that uses optical
illusions.

We’re Hiring!
STOP BY THE
Cheektowaga Central School District

Students in Miss Dumas and Mr. Ski’s classes broke into small groups to create posters aimed to sell a cereal that
they based on one of the ancient civilizations’ cultures. They were tasked with com creating a funny name, slogan
and picture for their cereal advertisement.

Sixth Grade

Earlier this year, sixth grade social studies students visited Mesopotamia as part of their
exploration of ancient civilization. The Mesopotamians invented the wheel, writing, and host of
other things recognizable in our world, even today.
As we begin 2022, our lessons will focus on Ancient Egypt/Africa, Ancient India and Ancient
China. Students will be integrating technology as they explore topics and expand their vocabulary;
using apps such as Google, Nearpod, Brainpop, Studies Weekly, Kahoot and more. Graphic
organizers and Close Reads will utilize students reading and writing skills as they learn about the
people, places and things from each of these great civilizations.

Seventh Grade

JOB FAIR
Saturday, March 26, 2022
9AM-1PM
High School Gym

Students are wrapping up a lesson on the American Revolution with a project where students
will argue, “Was the American Revolution Avoidable?” They will use their knowledge of the
Revolution and research to pick a side and make a poster arguing their point. Following the
project, students will begin a writing lesson known as Enduring Issue Essay.

Eight Grade

Throughout the month of February, students will work on a Black History Project. The project will
cover the untold stories of a variety of African Americans that have made many contributions to
the black communities across America. In conjunction with this lesson, they will work on writing
Enduring Issues Essays.

See page 11 for more information.
Cheektowagak12.org/JobFair
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Cheektowaga Middle School

Math Highlights

The New York State Math Assessment will take place in April.
Students in grades 6-8 can use a scientific calculator for this
assessment. This is the same calculator that students use in
class. If your child does not have their own calculator and you
would like to buy one, the Math Department recommend the
Texas Instruments TI-30XIIS Scientific Calculator and has
found that Walmart and Amazon usually have the lowest price.

MARK YOUR
CALENDAR
for the High School
Spring Musical Production

Fifth Grade

In math class, students are practicing fractions and focusing
on math fact practice and strategies. They have been working
in small groups and playing math games. Students have been
utilizing the Illustrative Mathematics curriculum for their
fractions studies. They have learned about converting improper
fractions to mixed numbers and how to multiply fractions using
various models and expressions. The curriculum is designed
to engage students in mathematical discussions and develop a
deeper understanding. Daily number strings are in use to build
number sense and improve mental math strategies and fluency.
Students are also spiraling through math skills and practicing
fact fluency through Freckle assignments.

Sixth Grade

Our sixth grade students are exploring adding, subtracticing,
multiplying and dividing decimals using a variety of strategies.
In addition to using Google Classroom, Desmos and Freckle
on their Chromebooks, the sixth graders have been enjoying
doing Math on the walls. Revisiting previous math skills is also
a focus this year.

Seventh Grade

Seventh graders are working on percents, changing decimals to
percents, percent of increase and decrease and percent error.
Mrs. McGill, a seventh grade Math teacher at Cheektowaga
Central Middle School, has been working with Dr. David
Wilson of Buffalo State College on a research project
involving Formative Assessment Lessons. The next Formative
Assessment Lesson will address the basic skills needed to be
successful in the seventh grade percent unit. Students have
already completed lessons on fractions, decimals, percents.
and models. These Formative Assessment Lessons are part of
a research project in collaboration with Buffalo State College,
Master Teacher Program, Math for America, DePaul University,
and Montclair State University. Mrs. McGill’s seventh grade
students will be recorded and their work will be analyzed and
discussed with math teachers all around WNY.

Eighth Grade

Students have been working hard at solving algebraic equations
at various levels of difficulty. They have already graphed lines,
found slope, and worked with dilations of figures. Upcoming
lessons include solving systems of equations, exploring
functions, and discovering properties of exponents.
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April 1-3, 2022

Message from the
Superintendent
continued from page 1

“Maybe,” answered the farmer.
The day after, military officials came to the
village to draft young men into the army.
Seeing that the son’s leg was broken, they
passed him by. The neighbors congratulated
the farmer on how well things had turned
out.
“Maybe,” said the farmer.
Zen Parable
In the end, what ties all of this together,
is how we choose to see things is what
makes them good or bad. We are living in
a time that has made everything seem so
divided, but for me, I choose to see good
people wanting what they think is best. We
just need to remember that the other side
is made up of good people as well. It is so
much easier to practice kindness when we
remember that all people are good. Please
go out and practice kindness, the World
needs it.
Yours in Education,
Steven Wright
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ART

Union East Elementary School

Art in
Color

Ohana 100

Mrs. Burgio’s
kindergarten
through second
grade students are learning about primary
colors this month during art class.

Ms. Neimanis partnered with literacy charity Ohana 100 to secure a donation of 100 skillappropriate books for the third grade team. These books have been a great addition to the Mystery
Unit and are providing our school with more engaging reading materials for our students.

Reading Partners
Lorelei La Racca shows off her master piece based
on the artwork of Piet Mondrian.

As part of the Phonics Program, students in Mrs. Hoadley’s class have been working with reading
partners and have been teaching them how to write the alphabet.

Learning About
Different Painting
Techniques
Third grade students learned about
American artist Charley Harper and his
minimal realism technique. Students
created artwork inspired by his cardinals.

Fourth grade students have been learning
five different watercolor techniques and
have been implementing those techniques
as they paint winter landscapes.
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Union East Elementary School

Readers Workshop

Fourth grade students in Ms. Reeb, Miss Hlavaty, and Miss Bowers’ classrooms have been working on learning strategies to help improve their ability
to read fiction books during the Reader’s Workshop Interpreting Characters Unit. As part of this lesson, students created mental movies as they read.
Next, they brought those visions to life by creating sketches of what they had pictured in their minds.

Learning About the Water Cycle

The Union East Elementary School Environmental Club recently learned about the movement of water within
the water cycle. Students rolled cubes and collected beads and then made a bracelet to track water movement for
each location.

Intramurals

The Intramurals program recently started up
at Union East Elementary School. Intramurals
are offered every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday. Throughout the months of January
and February, students have the opportunity
to swim on Tuesday mornings. Students play
kickball on Fridays, Gaga Ball on Thursdays
and different team games on Mondays. These
activities will switch at the end of February.
If your child would like to participate in
intramurals, drop off is at the main entrance at
8:15 a.m.
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STEM Activities Union East Elementary School
Buffalo Sabres

Students in Ms. Hlavaty and Mrs. Reeb’s
fourth grade classes recently participated
in a STEM based activity sponsored by the
Buffalo Sabres. The students were asked
to improve the arena. Ideas for improved
concessions, ice preservation and increased
efficiency were some of the common
themes that they presented.

Solving Creation Challenges
STEAM activities happen throughout the building at Union East Elementary School. Second
graders in Mrs. Burgio’s art class used multiple medias to solve the challenges of creating a house,
a boat, and something tall.

Chinese New Year Celebrations

The Universal Pre-Kindergarten (UPK) program classes have been busy learning about the
Chinese New Year. Students enjoyed participating in a Dancing Dragon Parade where they traveled
through the halls and took turns being the head and body of the dragon. The dragon’s head was
made up of a large colorful dragon head poster and the body consisted of a streamer decorated hula
hoop. Students also participated in a series of stations which included painting Chinese numbers,
cutting lines to make paper lanterns, decorated dragon masks and playing musical instruments to
a Dragon Dance Poem. Mrs. Argento’s UPK class even stopped by the Union East Elementary
School office to surprise the office staff with a musical performance in honor of Chinese New Year.
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Union East Elementary School

Kindness
Connection

Kindness begins with each of us at Union East
Elementary School! Each month, all of our
students participate in a Kindness Connection
Day. Each class is partnered with a class from
another grade level. The classes gather together
to complete an activity or community service
activity. In December, the classes surprised
their Kindness Connection class with a random
act of kindness. Songs were sung, pictures were
drawn and notes were shared to brighten their
partner classes day.

Mrs. Franusiak’s kindergarten class and Ms.
Mehltretter’s second grade class gathered for
Kindness Connection to participate in a winter
themed activity together.

Ms. Kane and Ms. McMahan’s classes made valentines
together for a local nursing home.

Mrs. Pomaranski’s fourth graders worked with Mrs.
McDonoughs UPK students on a snowman craft and
read some stories during Kindness Connection.

Mrs. Terry and Mrs. Kensy’s first graders shared high
five compliments with Ms. Neimanis’s third grade class.

Mrs. Lindsay Rogers’s third grade class worked with Mrs. Washington’s first graders to create valentines that will
be delivered to residents at the Elderwood Nursing Home.
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Athletic
Highlights
Boys Basketball

Boys Varsity Basketball team won an
exciting overtime thriller verse East Aurora.
After a back-and-forth game, the boys
were able to secure a 68-67 victory in a
huge ECIC three league contest. Back-toback 3’s in overtime by Eric Bailey and
Romel Speaks were the deciding factor.
The Warriors victory was a complete team
effort. Key performers were:
•
•
•
•

Chris Taylor 20 points and 21 rebounds
Eric Bailey 15 points and 4 rebounds
Nasir Stone 15 points 5 rebounds
Romel Speaks 12 points and 6 assists

Girls Bowling

The Girls Bowling team won a huge match
recently against Depew 6-1. The “A”
team, which took two out of three points,
was led by Jessica Fullone’s 542 set with
a high game of 211. Sydney Burd added
a 411 with a high game of 145 and Carlee
Gorney added a 130. The “B” team took
all three points and were led by Alexis
Badgett and Alyssa Biedron who both shot
407 sets. Badgett had a high game of 156
and Biedron added a 157. Isabelle Walenka
chipped in with a 133 and Hailey Klimek
added an 86.

Indoor Track

Congratulations to:
• C.J. Krzanowicz who broke his own
school record in the 55 Hurdles, hitting
7.89 and taking first in the long jump,
leaping 21’ 8.5” and second place in the
300m posting a time of 37.36.
• Daniel Richardson tied his personal best
performance in the high jump, clearing 5’
8” and taking first place.
• Katrina Chandler took first place in the
shot 29’ 1” and first in the weight throw,
heaving it 40’ 7”.

Wrestling

Congratulations to Aaron Raczka who
placed third at the Patrick Morales
tournament in Falconer. Aaron went
5-1 with three pins. During the girl’s
tournament at Falconer, Jocelynn Munoz
placed first and Alexis Creek placed second.
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Cheektowaga CSD Athletics

Cheektowaga Central
Unites with Special Olympics

Cheektowaga Central School District (CSD) beats with the hearts of warriors, striving to foster a
climate of powerful acceptance and inclusion for all. Over the past five years, the Cheektowaga
CSD has embraced and fostered a strong relationship with Special Olympics New York by
participating in Unified sports and raising money and awareness through the annual Polar Plunge,
putting our warrior nation on the National Banner map.
The relationship has been a cohesive fit with Rachel’s Challenge. In memory of Rachel Scott,
the first victim in the Columbine school shooting, Rachel’s Challenge is a nationwide initiative
set up in schools. The Rachel’s Challenge mission statement is: “We exist to inspire, equip and
empower every person to create a permanent positive culture change in their school, business, and
community by starting a chain reaction of kindness and compassion.” The Cheektowaga CSD has
taken this mission passionately and has worked to spread the mission of inclusion through the play
of sport in our Special Olympics Unified Champion School program.
Special Olympics was first founded by Eunice Kennedy Shriver in 1962. It is an international
program that provides students with intellectual disabilities the opportunity to put their special
athletic abilities on display. Seven years ago, the New York State Athletic Association reached a
partnership with Special Olympics New York to bring the amazing concept of Unified sports to
fruition. Unified sports are made up of three components: inclusive sports, youth leadership and
advocacy, and whole-school engagement.
Unified sports is dedicated to promoting social inclusion through shared sports training and
competition experiences. Unified sports join people with and without intellectual differences or
physical differences on the same team. It was inspired by a simple principle: Training together and
playing together is a quick path to friendship and understanding.
Cheektowaga CSD was nationally recognized as a Unified Champion School in October of 2019.
We have been a three sport school that participates in both Section VI’s bowling and basketball
leagues. Both leagues have grown from six schools to over 42 schools. We also participate in an
extramural volleyball league with four other schools. Every year, our students are invited to a
local youth activation council to partake in sharing ideas and collaborating with other high school
students to keep spreading the word of inclusion. This year, we also participated in the Special
Olympic North America week of inclusion with schools from around the country.
The third component of the Unified sports program is getting the whole school involved in the
inclusion movement. Cheektowaga CSD has been an active participant with the Special Olympics
Polar Plunge Cool School Challenge for the past five years. The Polar Plunge is Special Olympic
New York’s largest fundraiser. Participants raise money to jump into Lake Erie the first weekend
of December. The Cheektowaga CSD has raised $23,187 over the past five years alone; however,
the challenge is to get other students and schools on board so the family can grow to a section VI
family. We have been in the forefront for getting other schools on board each year and this year
the Section VI family raised $54,083. This total brings the five year total from our Section VI
family (Cheektowaga CSD, Iroquois CSD, North Tonawanda City School District, Amherst CSD,
Holland CSD, Fredonia CSD, Silver Creek CSD, Niagara Wheatfield CSD, and Starpoint CSD) to
$109,190.
The Special Olympic Unified sports program has brought happiness, knowledge, acceptance, and
compassion to the students, faculty, and community of Cheektowaga CSD. Special Olympics has
provided so many opportunities to our students these past five years and the biggest opportunity
has come this year with an invitation to play at the USA Games in Orlando, Florida in June. The
Special Olympic oath truly reflects our warrior hearts - “Let me win, if I cannot win, let me be
brave in the attempt.”
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Cheektowaga Central
SChool DiStriCt

JOB FAIR
MARCH 26, 2022 • 9 A.M. - 1 P.M.
CERTIFIED POSITIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ELEMENTARY
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST
LITERACY
MATH
MUSIC
NURSE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION / HEALTH
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
SCIENCE
SPECIAL EDUCATION, K-6, 7-12
BUILDING BASED SUBSTITUTES
...AND MORE!

THE CHEEKTOWAGA CENTRAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT IS LOOKING TO
HIRE MOTIVATED PROFESSIONALS
FOR THE UPCOMING SCHOOL
YEAR. LEARN MORE ONLINE AT:
CHEEKTOWAGAK12.ORG/JOBFAIR

CHEEKTOWAGA CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, GYM
3600 UNION ROAD, CHEEKTOWAGA, NY 14225
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Student School Day
Daily class time schedules for the 2021-22
school year are:

Note: All buildings: one-hour early dismissal
every Wednesday
• Union East Elementary (students may not
be dropped off before 8:40 a.m.)
- UPK: 9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
- Grades K-4: 9:00 a.m. - 3:25 p.m.
• Middle School (students may not be
dropped off before 7:45 a.m.)
- Grades 5-8: 8:00 a.m. - 2:34 p.m.
• High School (students may not be
dropped off before 7:00 a.m.)
- Grades 9-12: 7:22 a.m. - 1:47 p.m.
• Early Dismissal Schedule:
- Union East: 12:30 p.m.
- Middle School: 11:30 a.m.
- High School: 10:52 a.m.

School Office Hours
• Central/Business Offices
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
• High School 6:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
• Middle School 7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
• Union East Elementary School
7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Website, News and Information

Access our website at www.cheektowagak12.org for the following: Community Use of Facilities;
Tobacco Use; Student Drug/Alcohol Use; Sexual Harassment; Graduation Requirements; District
Newsletters; Internet Use; AIDS/HIV Education; Safety; Special Education; Board of Education;
Transportation; Parent Involvement; Emergency Closings; Free/Reduced Meal Information &
Application; VADIR & DASA forms; supply lists; registration information; staff directories.
Download the Cheektowaga Central Schools App in the app store or Google play store

Follow us on social media:

Facebook: @CheektowagaCentral.CCSD
Instagram: @CheektowagaCSD
Twitter: @CheektowagaCSD

Attendance Phone Directory
All Buildings: (716) 686-3600

To call in a student absence, follow prompts from the Auto Attendant: choose the correct school
and press #1 for Attendance.
Parents are reminded that if their child will be absent, they should call the school between 7 a.m.
and 9 a.m. on the day of the absence. The student is always required to bring a written note from a
parent on the student’s first day back giving the reason for the absence.
It is also necessary for a student to BRING A NOTE FROM A PARENT WHEN AN EARLY
DISMISSAL IS NECESSARY. All notes must include a phone number where the parent can be
immediately reached.

District App

Keep Us Informed...

Please help keep the school records current
by letting the school know about your new
address, work telephone numbers, new
babysitter numbers, or new home phone
numbers. At times, it is extremely important
for school personnel to reach parents (i.e.
in case of an emergency). To reach any
building, phone (716) 686-3600.

Project Positive:
The Warrior Way

Learning Expectations for Success:
• Be on time and ready • Be safe
• Be respectful
• Be kind
• Be responsible
Board of Education
Renee M. Wilson, President
Heather E. DuBard, Vice President
Yvonne H. Douglass, Trustee
Carol Kiripolsky, Trustee
Paul A. Nazzarett, Jr., Trustee
Edward W. Schaefer, Trustee
Derrick C. Warburton, Trustee

District Vision
To Inspire
***

District Mission
To inspire a high level of learning
for all students
***

District Priorities

Improve student learning, The whole child,
Create opportunities for our students that
incorporate 21st Century skills

Superintendent of Schools
Steven Wright
swright@ccsd-k12.net
Newsletter Editors
Steven Wright, Superintendent of Schools
swright@ccsd-k12.net
www.cheektowagak12.org

The Cheektowaga Central School District
is providing parents, teachers, students and
community members
with an easy way to
stay connected with the
schools - a free mobile
app!
To download the app:

• Open App Store
(iPhone) or Play Store
(Android)

• Search for
“Cheektowaga Central
SD”

• Customize the app by
selecting the schools you are most interested
in following for news and updates

District Offices
3600 Union Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14225
(716) 683-3606
Registration Office
(716) 686-3665
sweinholtz@ccsd-k12.net

School Board meetings are generally held the second Tuesday of the month in the Raymond L. Carr Board Room, 3600 Union Road, Cheektowaga, at 7 p.m.
Those planning on attending are encouraged to verify meeting date and time by calling (716) 686-3606.

